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Criterion 5- Student Support and Progression

Key Indicator- 5.1 Student Support

QnM 5.1.2: Capacity building and skills enhancement initiatives taken by the institution
include the following

1. Sofr skills
2. Language, communication and advocacy skills
3. Life skills (Yoga, physical fitness, health and hygiene)
4. Awareness about use of technology in legal process

A. All of the above

Tahle of Contenls

Sr No. Event Name Page No.

L
Special Lecture on "Research Methodology" by

Rajwant Rao
04

2
Mentorship program of PARA LEGAL Volunteers by
Ms. Sujata lagap, Ms.Rashda Ainapore, Mr. Suhail
Shariff

04

3
In association with Burnished Law Journal on NCLT

& NCLAT - Company, Insolvency and Competition
Litigation

04

I Leading Change- Unlocking New You 05

5 Research Methodology & Research Design by
Dr Rashmi Oza and Dr Swati Rautela

09-12

6 The techniques of Research Writing and
Academic Writing by Dr Rashmi Oza and Dr
Swati Rautela

09-L2

7 Student Development Program by Asst. Prof.
Sumeet Rathod

1.3-15

I Reprogramming Training of Mind by Asst. Prof.
Sumeet Rathod

L6-27

9 Avenues in Legal Profession by Mr. Vipin
Peethambaran

22
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10 Principles of Hindu Law by Adv. Puneet
Chaturvedi

22

t7 Guest Lecture on "Company Law" by Adv.
Puneet Chaturvedi

22

L2 Drafting, Pleading and Conveyancing by Adv.

Iuzer Udaipuri
22

L3 Civil Procedure Code by Adv. Puneet
Chaturvedi

22

L4 Criminal Procedure Code, L973by Adv. Puneet
Chaturvedi

22

15 Free Speech and Social Media by Adv. Farhana
Shah

23

L6 Search ofCase Laws by Adv. Rashda Ainapore 23

L7 Law & Common Man 24-28

1,8
CRIMINALISATION OF TRIPLE TALAQ -
EMERGING TRENDS UNDER FAMILY LAW

29

t9 Law of Evidence by Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi 29

20 Law of Crimes by Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi 29

21. METHODS OF PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF

DISPUTE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATION AND
POLITICAL OBLIGATION

Career Avenues in Law - Litigation & Non -

Litigation by Adv. Altamish Siddiki

29

22 30-32

23 Judicial Process by Adv. Sameer Kaushik 33-36

24 Media Laws in India by Adv. Rajdeep Lahiri 37-4t

25 Short term course on Media & Entertainment
Law by Adv. Rajdeep Lahiri

42-45

26 Cyber Laws - An Overview byAdv. Mr. Anubhav
G. Talwar

46-49

27 Research Methodology & Research Design by
Dr Rashmi Oza and Dr Swati Rautela

50-52

28 The techniques of Research Writing and
Academic Writing by Dr Rashmi Oza and Dr
Swati Rautela

50-52
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29 Career Options in Securities Market for
Lawyers by Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj

53-55

30 Student Development Program by Asst. Prof.
Sumeet Rathod

56-59

31 Dowry as a Misuse: A Harsh Reality in India by
Dr. Soumi Chatterjee

60-63

32 Mandatory Requirement for Writing Research
Article from Reviwer Point of View by Asst.
Prof. Dr. Indrajit Ghosal

64-67

33 Yoga Session for Students by Sandeep Solanki 68-69

34 Yoga Session for Professors by Sandeep

Solanki
70-71

35 Ms Word For Legal Professionals 72-74

36 Manupatra Training Session 75-80

37 Certificate Course On Blockchain & Web 3
Technology

81-85
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A Special Lecture on "Research Methodolory" was delivered by Mr. Rajwant Rao,
Assistant Professor - Law, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law on 3rd August 2018.

"MENTORSHIP PROGRAM OF PARA LEGAL VOIUNTEERS" was organized on 31st
August 2OL9. It was a student development program to mentor the students for
Paralegal training and legal aid awareness. The guest speakers of the event were Ms.
Suiata Iagtap (Founder of the NGO-PrayasJ, Ms.Rashda Ainapore [AdvocateJ and Mr.
Suhail Shariff ( Advocate), Muinbai.

We organized a webinar in association with Burnished Law fournal on NCLJT & NCIIIT -
Company, Insolvency and Competition Litigation on 2nd JUNE 202O.The guest speaker
was Adv' Manisha Chaudhari. The webinar aimed at increasing the Practical awareness of
the students regarding company law.
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TOPIC: 5 Days TrainingWorkshop on:

"Leading Change- Unlocking New You"

Date: 18tr Octob eb 22"d October ZOZI

Organized by Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law

REPORT OF DAY 1&2

x Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the training session:

Mrs. Moonam Kharat fAssistant Professor)
* Report Prepared by:

Ms. Davina David- Student of IVth Year BLS LL. B

BACKGROUND:

Reason/Objective: This training session on this particular topic was conducted to enlighten
the students about the Business etiquettes, the smart way of setting goals, how to maintain
our body language with others as well as the reason as to why we procrastinate.
Conducted under: The guest speaker for the workshop was Ms. Amreen Luthra, a CEO, Life
Coach, helping professionals reach 10X potential, Keynote speake4 Unshakable Optimistic.
' Usefulness: The session was quite interactive as the students could have a one-on-one talk
with Ms. Amreen ma'am and could learn a different set of skills in order to unlock a new
personality in themselves.

DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource I Lecture/Talk delivered
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person

Ms. Amreen Luthra Speaker/Trainer

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working
ittee behind the i

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS
The Placement Committee of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law along with the Internal
Quality Assurance cell organized a 5 days Training Workshop on "Capability
Enhancement Program".

Day 1 afternoon session (1:00- 3:30 pm) was for TYLLB, Vth Year BLS LLB and IVth Year
BLS LLB students whereas Day 2 morning session [10:00 am - L2:30 pm) was for SY
LLB students and the afternoon session [1:00-3:30 pm) was for SYBLS AND TYBLS
students. Our esteemed speaker for Day 1& 2 was Ms. Amreen Luthra Maam. Ms. Amreen
Luthra ma'am was warmly welcomed by our fellow student Mr. Abhishek Rai. Abhishek
began with his introduction by quoting Charles Schulz who said that, "There is no
heavier burden than an unfulfilled potential". He continued by explaining that Ms.
Amreen Maam is the founder and CEO of IALTS] a Amreen Luthra Training System. Also
adding to this ma'am is an entrepreneu[ personal growth coach, motivational speake4
artist and an unshakable optimist helping professionals to reach their full potential. Ms.
Amreen Luthra ma'am was then called upon to begin with the session. Ma'am started
with the training session by showing all the participants a short f ob interview video from
the movie Pursuit of Happiness where she elucidated the importance of 'First
Impressions' as to how first impressions do count, no matter wherever we are,like be it
business ethicates or in our professional carrier.

The second topic covered by Ms. Amreen ma'am was regarding the importance of
communication and the conflicts faced by a person in their life and how communication
is related to conflicts. She also talked about the classification of communications i.e.,
verbal, non-verbal and para verbal.

Iffir,sfiHi,illi#k'mltr

sesslon:

Number of meetings held to organize the
program

Details of the meetings

04 Formal calls conducted to invite sir and
discuss the logistics.
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Then Ms. Amreen Luthra Ma'am enlightened the students about the value of Body
language, how seriously it matters in the outside world. The importance of postures,
spatial, eye contact, smiling, gestures, movements and voice funing. Ma'am briefly
explained to the participants that this is the process as to how one can unleash their
new self and get a new personality. Also, certain activities were conducted by ma'am
within all the participants.

Further Ma'am then asked all students about the good practices they follow. Corporate
Wardrobe- How dressing matters, how one should brand themselves and different types
of handshakes. Time management being one of the major issues in today's life was one of
the important topics which Ma'am covered. Ms. Amreen Ma'am explained how managing
your time is managing your own energ"y. She asked all the students to list down their
distractions they face in their day-to-day life. Ma'am explained the POMODORO
technique, the 80/20 rule to all the students. Lastly Ma'am enlightened all the students
on setting their goals the smart way by being more specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant and timed. And also spoke about the reasons as to why one procrastinates.
Then Ms. Amreen ma'am ended the session and left the floor open for questions and
answers. All questions were accordingly answered by ma'am. Thereafter vote of thanks
was delivered by Ms. Davina David for thanking ma'am for such a wonderful training
session and also thanking the placement committee for conducting this productive
session.

REPORT OF DAY 3,4 &5

* Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the training session:

E Mrs. Moonam Kharat (Assistant ProfessorJ

* Report Prepared by:

E Ms. Davina David- Student of IVth Year BLS LL. B

BACKGROUND: Reason/Objective: This training session on this particular topic was
conducted to enlighten the students about the importance of Resume/CV building, soft
skills which are required for any job interview as well as client interaction in the legal field.
Conducted under: The guest speaker for the workshop was Mr. Dhiram Kotadia who is
currently working with reputed corporate consulting multinational firm.
Usefulness; The session was quite interactive as the students could have a one-o-one talk
with Mr. Dhiram sir about the skills one is required to have in the legal profession and also
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to increase their knowledge about business development.
DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Mr. Dhiram Kotadia Speaker/Trainer

CONDUCT OF THE PROGMM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organise the program and the working
committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to organise the
program

Details of the meetings

04 Formal calls conducted to invite sir and
discuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS
The Placement Committee of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law along with the Internal
Quality Assurance cell organized a 5 days Training Workshop on "Capability Enhancement
Program". Day 3,4 &5 evening session was conducted from 6pm to 8 pm on the platform
Google Meet. Our esteemed speaker for day 3,4 &5 was Mr. Dhiram Kotadia Sir was warmly
welcomed by our fellow student Mr. Ashish Dubey. Mr, Dhiram Kotadia sir began with the
session by briefing all the students about the importance of a Resume/CV. Sir spoke about
the basic format of a resume like how a resume is written on which side we upload our
profile and also the contents i.e., the qualifications, achievements, competitions, extra
curricular activities that are required to be present. Certain activities were conducted for all
the participants to understand the concept of CV more clearly. In the next following session
Mr. Dhiram spoke about how one has to prepare themselves for any interviews. Few points
that sir briefed the students was about the common questions that are frequently asked in
an interview how to dress up for an interview, the interview hygiene factors and important
elements required while preparing for interview i.e. reading the job description carefully,
researching the organization of the intervieweq, customizing your job profile and updating
the social media profiles. Sir explained all these points in detail to the students thereby
covering the whole concept of a resume. In the last session Mr. Dhiram sir covered the
importance of client interactions in the field of law. Accordingly sir also conducted
activities with all the students. Then Mr. Dhiram Sir ended the session and left the floor
open for questions and answers. All questions were accordingly answered by sir.
Thereafter vote of thanks was delivered by Mr. Ashish Dubey and committee for conducting
this productive session.
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TOPIC: "STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME"

ORGANIZED ON: 24rHAugust, 2022

BY

PLACEMENT HIGHER EDUCATION

'Faculty Incharge and Convener: Ms. Moonam Kharat, Assistant

Professor ' Report Prepared by: Shweta Yadav- Student Third Year

B.L.S. / LL.B. ' Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, Assistant

Professor

BACKGRSUND

Reason / Obiective- Session were conducted with the objective of enhancing the

reasoning and communication skills of the students.

Conducted under- The speaker for the program was Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir. '

Usefulness- The session was interactive and it was conducted for the students to get them

to interact and share their views through some fun games which were conducted by the

Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to get the students more

involved as communicators and make them understand the importance of effective

communication.

Name and designation of resource person Lecture/Talk
delivered
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Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod, Assistant Consultant I Speaker
and Traine4 Placement Cell, TRCL

eoNDucr 0F rHE PRQGBAI4

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organise the programme and the working
committee behind the session:

Number of meetings
held to organise the

programme

Details of the meetings

3 Meetings As a form of need identification, the activity
was planned for students opted for
Placement.

BBI EF I NIRODUCII ON AND DISCUSSIONS DIIRING THE S ESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Training Session on24thAugust, 2022,

on the Topic- STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME.

The trainer for the training session was Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir. The session was

conducted at 12:30 PM.

The Speaker of the training session -Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir was warmly

welcomed by our fellow student Ms.Isha Gahalyan.
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Sumeet Sir addressed the participants and before starting the session to energize the

students he made them do his special Wow Clap. The session was all about making the

students interactive and keeping the session more interesting so Sumeet Rathod Sir

played several games with the students. The first game which he played was Magnet

Trick where the students were told to close their eyes and keep their hands parallel to

each other and after a few minutes the hands of the students automatically became ioint.
This activity was done to demonstrate that even though the hands are not a magnet but
still get joined because the students were subconsciously thinking that their hands are

Iike a magnet. The second activity was called Follow the Instructions where Sumeet Sir

asked the students to take a blank paper and a pen after which the students have close

their eyes and draw a line of 2.8 cm and then fold the paper into half and after folding the

paper draw a circle with radius of 0.5 cm and in the circle draw a triangle and again fold

the paper into half and after folding the paper write their favorite actor's name and

again fold the paper and write their favorite actress' name and then folding for the last

time write their favorite food.
\4
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Afterwards, the students were told to check their names with their fellow friends. This

activity was done to enhance their visualizing skills. Third activity was Chinese

Whisper in which ten students were made to stand in a line facing the back of the next

student, and then Sumeet Sir gave a message to one of student participant and asked her

to convey the same action to the other student participant and this was continued till the

message was conveyed to the last student. The result to this activity was that the

message which Sumeet Sir gave and the message which the last student participant

received were completely different. This activity explained how a message gets lost

between communicators. Fourth activity was called Heads up and Heads down in

which the students were asked to form a circle and on the instruction of Sumeet Sir had

to look into each other's eyes and the students getting distracted were eliminated. The

fifth activity was I am Robot in which there were a total of three teams each with three

participants, one participant from each team was blindfolded and the other two

participants instructed them to get to the finish line.

Sumeet Sir concluded his session with his last activity called Opposite Distracts, in this

actMty the students had to form a circle and on the instruction of Sumeet Sir, the

students had to jump in or jump out and raise their right or left hand. The activity had

three different Ievels and the instructions got difficult with each level.

Asst. Prof. Sumeet Sir concluded the training session by thanking all the participants.
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TOPIC NO. 1: "RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & RESEARCH DESIGN"

TOPIC NO. 2: "THE TECHNIOUES OF RESEARCH WRITING AND ACADEMIC

WRITING"

ORGANIZED ON: 2OTH SEPTEMBER, 2022

BY

RESEARCH COMMITTFE

Faculty In charge for the webinars: Ms. Neha Bhatt and Ms. Namrata

Shetty Report Prepared by: Asst. Prof Neha Bhatt

Updated by: Asst. Prof Namrata Shetty

Obiective: The objective of the webinar was to enable students to gain clarity on
research and to aid and enable them to gain research skills.

Total number of participants who attended the webinar:

Over 100 participants fonline and Offline mode)

Brief introduction and discussion during the sessions:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of law conducted a Guest Lecture on 20th September; 2022.
Resource person for the guest lecture was our esteemed Guest-speaker Dr Rashmi Oza

and Dr Swati Rautela. The session commenced at 11:30 AM on Google Meet. The session
was dMded into two parts. Topic for Guest Lecture:

(a) Research Methodolory & Research Design

The first session was by our esteemed Guest Speaker Dr Rashmi Oza who enlightened
the student's aboutResearch Methodology & Research Design.

THAKUR MMMRAYAN COLL-EGE OF LAW
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Dr Rashmi Oza was warmly welcomed by Asst. Professor Ms. Neha Bhatt along with a
brief introduction about Dr Rashmi Oza and her achievements. Dr Oza then addressed
the participants wherein she elaborated the meaning, significance and objective of
research. She also explained in detail the link between law and sociology. She then
progressed on how to identify the legal
problem which is the first step to research. She also covered topics like forming of
hypothesis, plagiarism, sources of law, types of research and method of research, etc. She

concluded her speech by thanking all the participants and faculty in charge and the first
part of the guest lecture was concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by Asst.
Professor Namrata Shetty.

(b) The techniques of Research Writing and Academic Writing.

The second session was conducted by our esteemed Guest Speaker Dr Swati Rautela who
enlightened the students about Research Design and the techniques of Research Writing
and Academic Writing.

Dr Swati Rautela ma'am was warmly welcomed by Asst. Professor Neha Bhatt along with
a brief introduction about Dr Swati Rautela and her achievements. Dr Rautela then
addressed the participants wherein she elaborated on how to write a research paper.
She also educated the students of what all should form part of the research paper. She

briefly explained about importance of citation and demonstrated the students how to
include citations in the reports by presenting her screen. She also covered topics like
academic researchfdissertationJ, ethical sources, foot notes, hypothesis, research
problem, chapterization, bibliography, etc. She concluded her speech by thanking all the
participants and faculty in charge and the second part of the guest lecture was
concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by Asst. Professor Namrata Shetty,

Several students resolved their queries which they had during the sessions. Ultimately,
both the
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sessions were very informative and enlightening. The Iectures concluded on a note that
the
speakers would maintain a continuous association with Thakur College of Law in their
future endeavors.
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TOPIC: "REPROGRAMMING OF MIND"

ORGANIZED ON L?THNIAY 2023

BY

PLACEMENT & HIGHER EDUCATION

Faculty Incharge and convenor for the session conducted: Ms. Moonam
Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

Report Prepared by: Isha Gahalyan (Student, T.Y B.L.S.LL.B.)
Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

BACKGROUND

o Reason/Obiective - A training session on "Reprogramming your mind" under Soft
skills development was organized with the objective of enhancing self-awareness
and productivity, cultivating positive habits, promoting personal growth and
success.

o conducted under - The speaker for the session was Mr. sumeet Rathod.

o Usefulness- The training session was an interactive session conducted for the
students. It offered valuable insights, practical techniques for the students to
transform their thinking patterns and unlock their potential.

o Expected Outcome - The expected outcome of the session was for the students to
develop a more positive and optimistic mindset, enabling them to approach
challenges with resilience and optimism, cultivate a stronger belief in the}
abilities leading to self confidence and assertiveness in various aspects of their

*
*
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DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Mr. Sumeet Rathod
Assistant Professor; TRCAC

Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE GUEST LECTURE

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organise the program and the working
committee behind the session :

Number of meetings held to
organisethe program

Details of the meetings

4-5 To discuss the conduct of the session

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSION

The session started with the students introducing their course followed by a brief
introduction to the concept of reprogramming of mind. The concept of
reprogramming your mind refers to the process of consciously and intentionally
changing your thoughts, beliefs, and patterns of thinking to create a more positive

and empowering mindset. It involves recognizing and challenging negative or limiting
beliefs and replacing them with more supportive and beneficial ones.
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Activities conducted to relate with the concept -

1". Magnet - students kept their hands in the ai6, palms facing each other with some
gap between them. The students were asked to concenffate by closing their eyes
and repeating "Magnet Magnet Magnet" non verbally. By the end of this activity,
no space was left between the palms and both the palms were touching each
other. This teaches controlling one's own mind, helps in yoga, meditation and
manifestation.

2. The second activity gives a message of positive affirmation. Positive affirmations
are powerful statements that help to reframe and reprogram one's thought
beliefs and self-perception. For this activity the students were asked to tear a
sheet of paper; take a pen and close their eyes. The speaker i.e. Mr. Sumeet Rathod
was giving instructions which the students had to follow, like, draw a line of 2.7

cm on the paper; and on the same line write your name, fold the paper into one
hall draw a circle with a radius of 0.4 cm, mark the centre of the circle, fold the
pape4 write down the name of your favorite dish and so on.
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3. Opposite attracts - 8 students volunteered to be a part of this activity. Certain
commands were given by Mr. Sumeet Rathod; the students had to perform the
action opposite to the command
given by him. The students stood in a circle, if commanded to jump in, they were
expected to jump out.

4.My bottle - 8 students volunteered and divided themselves into 4 teams having 2 in
each team and stood
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keeping a bottle in front of them, they
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were given commands like head, shoulder; knees and toes, the students had to
touch the respective body part and during this, Mr Sumeet Rathod would say
BOTTLE, the students had to grab the bottle. This activity was conducted for
activeness of mind. Having an active mind brings numerous benefits, including
enhanced creativity, improved cognitive abilities, increased productivity, mental
resilience and the ability to adapt to new challenges.

5. Chinese Whispers - I students stood in a line in a way that they would see the back
of the person standing in front of them, an action was shown by Mr. Sumeet
Rathod which was to be repeated by the person standing last and had to be
passed on till it reaches the first student.
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Listof Programs conductedfor Language, communication and advocaq skills:.

A Guest Lecture on 'Avenues in Legal Profession" \^/as delivered by Mr. Vipin

Peethambaran on 4th August 2018.

A Guest Lecture on "Principles of Hindu Law" was delivered by Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi

28th September 2018.

A Guest Lecture on "Company Law" was delivered by Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi on 8th
December 2018.

Adv. fuzer Udaipuri (an independent lawyer; practicing in various fields of law including

divorce, default or fraud, criminal defence, general legal and property law and has graduated

as a solicitor of the supreme court of England & wales) addressed the students on the topic
"Drafting Pleading and Conveyancing" on 8th August 2019.

Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi addressed the students on the topic "Civil Procedure Code" on 9th
November 20L9. Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi took the students through the Civil Procedure

Code, L908 covered all the relevant sections ofthe CPC from section i 2, section 158 covered

all the orders contained under the CPC. Detailed explanation was given by Advocate Piineet

Chaturvedi regarding all the sections and orders of Civil Procedure Code.

Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi addressed the students on the topic "Criminal Procedure Code,

L973" on 23 November 2019. Through this, Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi gave a brief about the

procedure of Criminal Proceedings and covered all the vital sections. lt gave a detailed

understanding of the important chapters of CrPC (Chapter 1 - Chapter XXXUI). The lecturer
discussed various vital sections & terms like Bailable, Non Bailable, Cognizable & Non -

Cognizable, FIR fFirst Information ReportJ, NC (Non-Cognizable ReportJ, Charge sheet, etc.

Adv. Farhana Shah addressed the students on the topic "Free Speech and Social Media" on

2O fuly 2019. Adv. Farhana Shah, started her lecture enlightening the students with the

W
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fundamental rights under the constitution of India. She emphasized on the right to freedom
of speech and expressions with reasonable restrictions on it. The speaker also discussed the
recent happenings in our country with respect to social media and youth. She guided the
students to understand the impact of social media and fake news.

Adv. Rashda Ainapore addressed the students on the topic "SEARCH Of CASE LAWS" on
27th luly 2019. She briefly explained the difference between litigation and non-litigation
ambits of law. The lecture further included the explanation of legal aid and its role and
functions. Ms. Rashda tried to illuminate the students about the branches of the legal aid
clinic in the college premises.
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0RGANIZED ON: Z"dFeb. 20L9

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

*Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the Webinar: Mr. Raiwant Rao,

AssistantProfessor. *Report Prepared by:Ms.Harshada Thakur Student

SYLLB

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Munmun Sunil Tyagi, Assistant Professor.

BACKGROUND

Reason/Objective- Webinar was conducted to provide knowledge regarding the

Practical Aspects of Media Laws in India.

Conducted under- The guest speaker for the program was Adv. Mr. Puneet Chaturvedi,

Advocate High Courts of Bombay, Calcutta and other Tribunals and founder of Vakeel

Mitra.

Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted to make it useful for the

student's understanding the difference between theoretical and practical aspects under

Media Laws in India. 'Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to

enlighten the students about the aforesaid topics Media Laws in India where students

were able to gain knowledge about the theoretical and practical aspect of the said topic.

DETAITS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION

V
PRINCIPAL

THMUR MMMRAYAI,I COLLEGE CF I.AW
s.\tRoAo, DAlil&{R (E), M0MBA| - 100 06s

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars

Date ofrelease ofthe Poster 07thAprit,2022

Mode of Conduct Offline ( Seminar Hall)
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Total Registrations received

Feedback Received (Major focus group is

TRCL students)

70

Number of other delegates:

Number of delegates from other colleges

Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

Total Participants 1L4

Number of Teachers: a2

Number of Students: Ll+

DETT\ILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Puneet Chaturvedi Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to organise I Oetails of the meetings

the program
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Formal calls conducted to invite sir and

discuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Webinar on OgtrAprtl, 2022 on the

Topic- Media Laws in India. The resource person for the webinar esteemed

Guest-Speaker Adv.Mr. Puneet Chaturvedi. The webinar was conducted at 11:00A.M

through Google Meet.

The Guest Speaker of the webinar- Adv. Mr. Puneet Chaturvedi was warmly welcomed by

our fellow student Mr.PrivedMalushte. Mr.Price Malushte gave a brief introduction about

Adv. Mr.Puneet Chaturvedi And his excellent career over the years. Adv. Mr.Puneet

Chaturvedi Began the webinar with the brief information about what is Media and

Entertainment and briefing about digital media, channel of communication like

technologr which gained a lot of importance in the competitive sector of media in digital

form and what are the impacts of Media Entertainment Industry in India.Secondly, he

covered on the history of Media and Entertainment Laws And the Changes which took

place from past to present where the entities making contents in digital area as compare

to earlier which took changes from printing in newspapers to digital platforms as by how

it gained innovation in the use of technology. Thenhe covered the concept of contempt

which were having two types where none of them is contempt of court and the other is

contempt of Legislature which is further divided into Criminal contempt and civil

contempt. Discussing the aforementioned concepts, he then stated that Defamation is

one such type of contempt that could be governed by civil as well as criminal laws.

The esteemed guest-speaker then brought in the topic of the Constitutional Validity of

Media and Entertainment Laws as how the Article 19 (t) [aJ is not an absolute right and

how it is subjected to reasonable restrictions as stated under Article 19 (2) along with,Y
. 
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the case law of 2019 Delhi High Court Case of Mr. Sudhir Choudhary defamation case law

and also included the intricacies / problems faced by the stakeholders and the legal

issues in media industry. Where he stated that there should be a compliance officer who

shall regulate the content which is a primary source and to resolve the dispute.

Registration of Content is a primary source and how the piracy is protected intellectual

property rights by giving the case law of Kingfisher. \Mhile speaking on the topic of

media laws,Sir stated on Various Laws Governing on Media and Entertainment where by

stating that it is a law not legislation it is a culmination of all acts which protects media

and entertainment industry and the rules applicable to the Media Industry relying on the

case laws, as now data houses are available on digital platform. Also by explaining what

are the opportunities in this sunrise sector for the young Professionals to portray there

talent which gives rise to various new laws such as contract, dispute resolution advisory

negotiations.

Then Sir Covered on the measures and the fundamental aspects on Entertainment by

stating that constitutional validity which does not speciff freedom of press but have

mentioned in the Article 19 (1) [a) which covers the aspect of engaging in public and

diverting minds of public in entertainment industry which is generally involved via

speech and expression where freedom of speech and expression said by the Supreme

Court that it has certain restrictions but not absolute right. Then Sir covered the

enforcement agencies who deals into the complaints at trial stage to resolve the matter

of media and entertainment at trial stage. Vl/here Boat Telecom is the regulatory

authority which enforcement agency is liable and applicable under statute.

Then Sir covered Abuse of Penal Laws where the regulation of content and consequence

which cause piracy along with the impact on technologr and media along with how OTT

Platforms gained importance during covid pandemic areas like various shows release on

Hotstar along with the various online gaming entertainment activities by stating related

case law Shreya Singhal vs UOI 20L5.

Amplifying on this topic he lastly said that this media and entertainment law is the vast

\ra expanding area in the career field for this interest should be there along with media andtJz
/)^rnr,^!r1A, ffi./ 
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entertainment laws along with various allied laws which falls in Media Laws.

The students were attentively listening to the topics covered by the Guest-Speaker due to

which various questions were being raised during the Q&A session which was being

effectively answered by the esteemed guest speakerAdv. Mr.Puneet Chaturvedi. The Q&A

session was conducted by Mr.PrivedMalushte.The Webinar was concluded with a vote of

thanks delivered by Mr.PrivedMalushte.

Mr. Ahmar Ahfaq, Assistant Professor Symbiosis Law School addressed students on the topic,
"CRIMINATISATION OF TRIPLE TALAQ - EMERGING TRENDS UNDER FAMILY LITW"
30th April, 2O2O. He started with the sections in Muslim Women fProtection of Rights
on MarriageJ Act. He emphasized on the definitions of Talaq and Talaq-ul-biddat which

n.
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was very necessary to understand the act and the topic as a whole. He then explained
that Talaq spoken or written in words or in any electronic form Or in any manner will be
void and illegal. Then he explained the punishment for the same. He then emphasized on
subsistence allowance which is very important for the wife and children if any for their
daily living. Then he discussed the custody of the children in which he also mentioned
that the act has missed the welfare of the children and that it should be of prime concern.

ADVOCATE PUNEET CHATURVEDI addressed students on the topic "Law of Evidence"
ON 3rd MAY 2020. The program aimed at enhancing the knowledge of Law of Evidence
through a webinar. The event started with an introduction of the guest speaker about his
achievements and a successful life in the field of Advocacy.

ADVOCATE PUNEET CHATURVEDI addressed students on the topic "Law of Crimes" on
10th MAY 2O2O, The program was conducted to make it useful for the students by
making them aware of the challenges that arise by the element of a crime, common
intention & common obiect, culpable homicide & murderi kidnapping & abduction, rape,
cheating, mischie{, crimind trespass, lurking house-trespass, housebreaking process is
likely to face on account of the civilian and decisions are taken by the Court with regards
to the INDIAN PENAL CODE offered.

ADVOCATE PUNEET CHATURVEDI addressed students on the topic "METHODS OF
PEACEFUL SETTTEMENT OF DISPUTE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATION AND
POLITICAL OBLIGATION" on 17th May 2O2O. The program was conducted to make it useful for
the students by making them aware of the methods of peaceful settlement of disputes in
International relations and politicd obligations.And also to explain to them the role of
international law and international bodies like the United Nations in settlement of disputes.

TOPIC: "CAREER AVENUES IN LAW- LITIGATION AND NON- LITIGATION"

r
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PI ACEMENT CFI I. & I.FGAI RFSEARCH SOCIETY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

* Faculty In charge and Convenor for the Webinar: Ms. Moonam Kharat

and Ms. Hassana Quadri, [Assistant Professor)

* Report Prepared by; Bhoomi Kokate, Student [S.Y.B.L.S. / LL.B.)

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat and Ms.Hassana Quadri

BACKGROUND

o Reason/Obiective- The objective of the webinar is to enable students to gain clarity on
the career avenues available in the areas of Litigation and Non- Litigation without having a

rigid mind- set to opt for a career in a specific area limiting overall development.

o Conducted under- The guest speaker for the program was Adv. Altamish Siddiki
o Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted for the students to help

them in understanding the importance of the legal profession and the scope it holds,

alongside explaining the procedures for the same.

r Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to enlighten the students

about the importance of litigation and becoming a practicing litigator in India/abroad.

DETAILS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION:

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the repoft prepared for webinars
on

1. Date ofrelease ofthe Poster l0hNovember2O21r

2. Mode of Conduct Google meet

3. Total Registrations received N.A.

4. Feedback Received fMajor focus group

is TRCL students)

44
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5. Number of other delegates: N.A.

6. Number of delegates from other colleges N.A.

7. Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

N.A.

8. Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

N.A.

9. Total View as on 12th November; 2021

on YouTube

N.A.

10. Total Participants on Google meet 90

11. Number of Teachers: 02

12. Number of Students: 88

AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Altamish Siddiki Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE PROGMM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to organize I Details of the meetings

the program
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04 Formal calls conducted to invite sir and

discuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Guest Lecture on 12th Novembe[ 202t,
on the Topic- CAREER AVENUES IN UIW- LITIGATION AND NON- LITIGATION.
"Resource person for the guest lecture was our esteemed Guest-Speaker Adv. Altamish
Siddiki Sir. The session was conducted at 12:30 PM through Google Meet.

The Guest-Speaker of the session - Mr. Altamish Siddiki Sir was warmly welcomed by our
fellow student Ms. Davina David Ms. Davina David gave a brief introduction about Mr.

Altamish Siddiki Sir and his field of expertise.

Then Altamish Siddiki sir addressed the participants and proceeded with the guest

lecture wherein he elaborately enlightened the students about career in litigation and
guidance upon how to start practicing in foreign countries and emphasized more on the
procedure for the same. Sir gave us brief examples about the occupation while
explaining the processes in different countries like Canada, UK America, and UAE.

Mr. Altamish Siddiki Sir concluded his session by explaining most of the possibilities
related to the profession and the floor was left open for question & answers.

He further explained the importance of research and how it is crucial for litigation/
non-litigation and proceeded to solve doubts about clerkship under solicitors.

Several questions were raised by the participants & the same were briefly answered by
our esteemed Guest- Speaker Mr. Altamish Siddiki Sir.

Mr. Altamish Siddiki Sir concluded his speech by thanking all the participants and the
guest lecture was concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by our fellow student Ms.

Davina David.

TOPIC: "IUDICIAL PROCESS"

ORGANIZED ON: 25rH Seotember, 2021
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THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

* Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the Webinar: Ms. Moonam Kharat,

[Assistant ProfessorJ * Report Prepared by: Davina David - Student 4sYear BLS

LL.B.

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

BACKGROUND

Reason/Obiective- Webinar was conducted with the objective of providing knowledge

regarding the basic process of civil suit conducted in India.

Conducted under- The guest speaker for the program was Adv. Sameer Kaushik Sir.

Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted for the students to make

them understand the judicial process connected in a civil suit and the parties to a criminal

case f civil suit.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to enlighten the students

about various aspects involved in a civil suit and the stages involved in a criminal case

highlighting more about the framing of issues and charges.

DETAILS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION:

PRINCI
HAKUR RAIINARP,t'AN

.\,.AOAO, DAHISAR (E),

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars

34. Date ofrelease ofthe Poster 23'dSeptember 2021

35. Mode ofConduct Google meet

35. Total Registrations received. - N.A. (Guest Lecture)

IPAL
COLLEGE.CF LAW
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,

5.V. Road, Dahirar [East], Mumbai - 400 068

Tel.: 022 - 2828 1200 . tax :022 - 2828 1300

E-mail : admin@trcl.org.in' Webshe : wwutrcl.org.in -lr.l.

37. Feedback Received (Major focus group

is TRCL students)

57

38. Number of other delegates: NIL

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

committee behind the session:

PRINCiPAL
'ftm$imm.ilrMRAYAN CCI.IEGI 3'F LAW

$$ffi*&, HbrsaR (EL hrJMEN - 400 068

39. Number of delegates from other colleges N.A.

40. Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

N.A.

41. Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

N.A.

42. Total View as on 26th septembe[ 2020

on YouTube

N.A,

43. Total Participants on Google meet 85

44, Number of Teachers: 04

45. Number of Students: 81

OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGN ES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Sameer Kaushik Speaker
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Guest Lecture onzsth Septembe6 202L,

on the topic fUDICIAL PROCESS. Resource person for the guest lecture was our

esteemed Guest-Speaker Adv. Sameer Kaushik Sir.The session was conducted at 5:00 PM

through Google Meet.

The Guest-Speaker of the session - Mr. Sameer Kaushik sir was warmly welcomed by our

fellow student Ms.Davina David with his brief introduction about his field of

expertise.Sameer Sir addressed the participants and proceeded with the guest lecture

wherein he elaborately enlightened the students about the judicial process connected

with a civil suit. Sir covered various aspects of Civil Procedure Code (CPC) while making

us understand the essentials and overdo of a suit, plaintifl and the list of supporting

documents to be attached as well as the List of witnesses. He gave many examples while

explaining the concept and process of Summons issued by the Hon'ble Court, the

limitation period of written statement, framing of issues, how we tender our evidence,

document admission and denial stage and the cross examination conducted by the

respective parties. Mr. Sameer Kaushiksir concluded his session by explaining all the

stages of the civil suit conducted in India and the floor was left open for question &

answers.

Several questions were raised by the participants & the same were briefly answered by

our esteemed Guest- Speaker Mr. Sameer Sir. Mr. Sameer Sir concluded his speech by

thanking all the participants and the guest lecture was concluded with a vote of thanks

delivered by our fellow student Ms. Davina David.

PRINCIPAL
IMUR RAMNARA}XN COLLECE OF LAN.
/.R0AD, DAI-llS/qR (E), tvttJMBAl.400 Ofr

Number of meetings held to organize

the program

Details of the meetings

04 Formal calls conducted to invite sir and

discuss the logistics.
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TOPIC: MEDIA LAWS IN INDIA

ORGANIZED ON: 09trApril, 2022
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THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

*Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the Webinar: Mr. Rajwant Rao,

AssistantProfessor. *Report Prepared by: Ms.H arshada Thakur Student

SYLLB

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Munmun Sunil Tyagi, Assistant Professor.
BACKGROUND

Reason/Obiective- Webinar was conducted to provide knowledge regarding the Practical

Aspects of Media Laws in India.

Conducted under- The Guest speaker for the program was Adv. Mr. Rajdeep

Lahiri,Advocate High Courts of Bombay, Calcutta and other Tribunals and founder of Vakeel

Mitra

Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted to make it useful for the

students understanding the difference between theoretical and practical aspects under

Media Laws in India.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to enlighten the students

about the aforesaid topics Media Laws in India where students were able to gain

knowledge about the theoretical and practical aspect of the said topic,

DETAITS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report

prepared for webinars on$

M
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Thakur Ramnarayan Educational Campus,
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Tel.:022 - 2828 1200. fax :022 - 2828 1300
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12. Date ofrelease ofthe Poster 07thApril,ZO22

13. Mode of Conduct Google meet

14. Total Registrations received

15. Feedback Received fMajor focus group

is TRCL students)

70

16. Number of other delegates:

17. Number of delegates from other colleges

18. Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

19. Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

20. Total Participants on Google meet 94

21. Number of Teachers: 02

22. Number of Students: 92

DETAITS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Mr. Rajdeep Lahiri Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

committee behind the session:

M
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Number of meetings held to organise

the program

Details of the meetings

Formal calls conducted to invite sir and

discuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Webinar on

09trApril, 2022 onthe Topic- Media Laws in India.

The resource person for the webinar was our esteemed Guest-SpeakerAdv.Mr.

Rajdeep Lahiri. The webinar was conducted at 1L:00A.M through Google

Meet.

The Guest-Speaker of the webinar- Adv. Mr. Rajdeep Lahiriwas warmly welcomed by our

fellow student Mr.PrivedMalushte. A brief introduction about Adv. Mr.Rajdeeplahiriand

his excellent career over the years. Adv. Mr.Rajdeep Lahiri Began the webinar with the

brief information about what is Media and Entertainment and briefing about digital

media, channel of communication like technology which gained a lot of importance in

the competitive sector of media in digital form and what are the impacts of Media

Entertainment Industry in India.Secondly, he covered the history of Media and

Entertainment Laws And the Changes which took place from past to present where the

entities making contents in digital area as compared to earlier which took changes from

printing in newspapers to digital platforms as by how it gained innovation in the use of

technology. Thenhe covered the concept of contempt which were having two types

where none of them is contempt of court and the other is contempt of Legislature which

is further divided into Criminal contempt and civil contempt. Discussing the

aforementioned concepts, he then stated that Defamation is one such type of contempt

PRINCIPAL
THAKUR nnfufunnr'qN 9*!!95 9LHT ffiJffiid5Atitir,C tq, illuMBAr' 400 068'
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that could be governed by civil as well as criminal laws.

The esteemed guest-speaker then brought in the topic of the Constitutional Validity of

Media and Entertainment Laws as how the Article 19 (11 [a) is not an absolute right and

how it is subjected to reasonable restrictions as stated under Article L9 (2) along with

the case law of 2019 Delhi High Court Case of Mr. Sudhir Choudhary defamation case

law and also included the intricacies / problems faced by the stakeholders and the legal

issues in media industry. Where he stated that there should be a compliance officer who

shall regulate the content which is a primary source and to resolve the dispute.

Registration of Content is a primary source and how the piracy is protected intellectual

property rights by giving the case law of Kingfisher.

While speaking on the topic of media laws,Sir stated on Various Laws Governing on

Media and Entertainment where by stating that it is a law not legislation it is a

culmination of all acts which protects media and entertainment industry and the rules

applicable to the Media Industry relying on the case laws, as now data houses are

available on digital platform. Also by explaining what are the opportunities in this

sunrise sector for the young Professionals to portray there talent which gives rise to

various new laws such as contract dispute resolution advisory negotiations.

Then Sir Covered on the measures and the fundamental aspects on Entertainment by

stating that constitutional validity which does not speciff freedom of press but have

mentioned in the Article 19 (1) (a) which covers the aspect of engaging in public and

diverting minds of public in entertainment industry which is generally involved via

speech and expression where freedom of speech and expression said by the Supreme

Court that it has certain restrictions but not absolute right.

Then Sir covered the enforcement agencies who dealt with the complaints at trial stage

to resolve the matter of media and entertainment at trial stage. Where Boat Telecom is

the regulatory authority which enforcement agency is liable and applicable under the

statute.

Then Sir covered Abuse of Penal Laws where the regulation of content and consequence

M
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which cause piracy along with the impact on technology and media along with how OTT

Platforms gained importance during covid pandemic areas like various shows release on

Hotstar along with the various online gaming entertainment activities by stating related

case law Shreya Singhal vs UOI 20L5.

Amplifying on this topic he lastly said that this media and entertainment law is the vast

expanding area in the career field for this interest should be there along with media and

entertainment laws along with various allied laws which fall in Media Laws.The students

were attentively listening to the topics covered by the Guest-Speaker due to which

various questions were being raised during the Q&A session which was being effectively

answered by the esteemed guest speaker Adv. Mr.Rajdeep Lahiri. The Q&A session was

conducted by Mr. Prived Malushte.The Webinar was concluded with a vote of thanks

delivered by Mr. Prived Malushte.

PRINCIPAL
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TOPIC: 'SHORT TERM CERTIFICATE COURSE ON MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT LAW"
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PLACEMENT & HIGHER EDUCATION

.Faculty Incharge and Convener: Ms. Moonam Kharat fAssistant

ProfessorJ ' Report Prepared by: Shweta Yadav - Student, Third

Year B.L.S.LL.B.

' Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, Assistant Professor

BACKGBOUND

Reason/Obiective- Short-term Certificate Programme was organized with the objective of

providing knowledge regarding the basics of Media & Entertainment Law in India.

Conducted under- The resource person for the programme was Adv. Raideep Lahiri Sir.

Usefulness- The certificate course was interactive and it was conducted for the students to

make them understand the scope and process in the practice of Media & Entertainment

Law

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to acquaint students with

the practical aspects involved in the Media & Entertainment Law including the scope in the

Indian scenario and the importance of Media & Entertainment Laws and professionals.

OF A

Name and designation of
resource person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Rajdeep Lahiri Resource Person

coNpusT oF THE CERTIFICATF.-COURSE

D

PRII{CIPAL
THMUR RAMNARPYAN COLil::T OF LAI'Y

S,VROAD, DAHISAR (E), MUtvtBAr - 400 068
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Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working
committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to
organizethe program

Details of the meetings

6-7 meetings Phone Calls and Email from drafting to
implementing programme

BRIEF INTRgDUCTION AND-DISCIJSSIONS DURING THE.SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a short-term Certificate Programme on

"Media & Entertainment Laws".

The resource person for the course was Adv. Rajdeep Lahiri Sir. The session was

conducted in a span of 5 sessions with a total of L0 Hours, Starting four sessions were

conducted in online mode through Google Meet. The fifth session was conducted offline

in Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law on l3ftSeptember 2022.

E Day 7 of The Certificate Course (37nlt4y2O22l

The Guest-Speaker of the session Adv. Rajdeep Lahiri Sir was warmly welcomed and

felicitated by our fellow student Ms. Shravya Shetty.

Rajdeep Sir addressed the participants and proceeded with the session wherein he

elaborately enlightened the students about the Indian scenario in regards with the Media

& Entertainment Laws. He covered various inherent parts of the field of Media &

Entertainment Laws while making us understand the laws involved in the Media &

Entertainment & gave a brief introduction to the topic as well as laid out various topics

to be covered in the upcoming sessions and how Media & Entertainment Law

professionals are important in the industry.

Day 2 of the Certificate Course (7h Ausust 2022.1
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Rajdeep Sir proceeded with explaining various aspects of Copyright laws including

orders of protection and injunction of copyrights& covered the topics such as social

media patents, intermediary guidelines and digital media ethics code which included

the compliances required by all intermediaries and non observances of those rules.

E Dav 3 of the Certificatc Course (74eAuoust2022.l

Sir explained all the fields which were included in the Media & Entertainment Laws such

as Intellectual Property Laws, Corporate Law, Information Technology and broadcasting

and telecommunication laws. Sir also explained the scope of Drafting vetting and

diligence in the field of Media & Entertainment Laws & emphasized that the foundation

of all successful business activities in the Entertainment industry

are strong agreements. Sir proceeded to give examples of the agreements such as

Co-production agreements, broadcasting contracts; Film rights agreements,

songwriter's agreements, and artist agreements with an example of a Letter of

Appointment.

E Day 4 of the Certificate Course (Z7'tAugust 2022)

Rajdeep Sir explained how various agreements are drafted relating to the Entertainment

industry & gave examples of agreements such as agreement of services and production

agreement. Sir explained all the important terms relating to the drafting of the

agreements such as preamble to the agreement, definitions, representations,

service/product arrangements, compensation clause, recoupment, indemnities,

warranties etc.

E Dqy S of the Cerilficate Course Wth September 2022)

The fifth session of the course was held in offline mode in Thakur Ramnarayan College of

Law from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM. Rajdeep Sir was welcomed by a fellow student Ms.

Shravya Shetty. Sir interacted with students regarding the previous sessions and clearedv
ffiffimfi'ffi,mmt
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doubts of the students, emphasizing upon practical aspects of the field of Media &

Entertainment Laws and how students can take up M&E as a career in future. It was an

interactive and fruitful session as sir took up one on one questions with the students.

After the conclusion of the session Rajdeep Sir was felicitated with a token of

appreciation by Dr. A.K. Singh, Principal of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. The

certificate course was concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by our fellow student

Ms. Mansi Diwan.
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THAKUR MMNARAYAN COLLEGF OF LAW

*Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the Webinar: Mr. Rajwant Rao,

AssistantProfessor. *Report Prepared by: M s. H arshada Thakur Student

T.Y.LL.B

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Munmun Sunil Tyagi, Assistant Professor.

BACKGROUND

Reason/Obiective- Webinar was conducted to provide knowledge regarding the Practical
Aspects of Cyber Laws - An Overview

Conducted under- The Guest speaker for the program was Adv. Mr. Anubhav G. Talwa4an

accomplished legal professional with 5 years 8 months of experience in General Laws,

Cyber Laws and Cyber Security Law IPR. And a Proactive manager with leadership.

Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted to make it useful for the
students by understanding the difference between theoretical and practical aspects under
Cyber Laws.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to enlighten the students
about the aforesaid topics Cyber Laws by gMng an overview where students were able to
gain knowledge about the theoretical and practical aspect of the said topic.

DETAITS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report

prepared for webinars only)

23. Date ofrelease ofthe Poster 28th fuly,2022

24. Mode of Conduct Google meet

25. Total Registrations received

26. Feedback Received (Major focus group 49
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27. Number of other delegates:

28. Number of delegates from other colleges

29. Number of delegates from other states
than Maharashtra

30. Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live
Streaming on YouTube

31. Total Participants on Google meet 98

32. Number of Teachers: o4

33. Number of Students: 94

DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Adv. Mr. Anubhav G. Talwar Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

program

Formal calls conducted to invite sir and
discuss the Iogistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

ry
PRINSIPAL

THAKUR RAMMRAYAI{ COI.LEGi OF I-AIT
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Number of meetings held to organize
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Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Webinar on 30thJuly,

2022 onthe Topic:-Cyber Laws - An Overview.

The resource person for the webinar was our esteemed Guest-Speaker Adv.Mr.

Anubhav G. Talwar. The webinar was conducted at 11:00 A.M through Google Meet.

The Guest-Speaker of the webinar Adv. Mr. Anubhav G. Talwarwas warmly welcomed by
Asst. Professor Mr. Rajwant Rao. Mr.Prived Malushte gave a brief introduction about Adv.

Mr. Anubhav G. Talwarand his excellent career over the years.

Adv. Mr.Anubhav G. Talwar Began the webinar with the brief information about what is
Cyber Laws and how in present today's competitive world it gained a lot of importance

in the competitive sector of specially in IT Sector in India and outside India in foreign

Countries.Secondly, he covered on the topic of law of international technology in cyber

laws and powers of Central Government which adopted in ecommerce and in IPR

resolutions in India along with the objectives of the Information Technology Act, 2000

and explained in detail about the International cyberspace jurisdiction. Thenhe covered

the concept of need of digital signature and about its importance where he stated in
what manner the key of digital signature for contracts and agreements publicly been

used. Discussing the aforementioned concepts, he then stated the cybercrime and its
contravention that could be governed by civil as well as criminal laws,

The esteemed guest-speaker then brought in the topic by explaining in what manner the

registration should take place for good digital ecosystem along with explaining how the
cybercrimes terrorism were covered under section 66F of the IT Act, 2000 about how
the malafide intentions were been identified and how the actions were taken also

included the intricacies / problems faced by the stakeholders and the legal issues in

ryber law industry. Where he stated that there are redressal grievance officer a

compliance officer who shall regulate and to resolve the dispute.By stating that there are

2 officers one the nodal person who is the officer working particularly 24*7 with the
government and the other chief compliance officer who will be liable for any acts.

While speaking on the topic of Cyber Laws,Sir stated on how to file a complaint for
adiudication under section 46 of IT Act, 2000. Also by explaining in which situations the

cybercrimes are being penalized and in what cases the crimes are compensated.

Then Sir covered how networking, that is social media are differentiated from significant
social media intermediaries. Then Sir covered certain guidelines which are mentioned in
IPR Laws along with the Information Technology Rules how and in what manner were
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curtailed. Then he explained to the law enforcement agencies in what manner they work
after getting them the authority from the agencies. Then

stated the Body Corporates registered as entities in what manner they take data and in
what manner the important regime can get affected by the sensitive personal data so

what are the ways to be vigilant by following IT Rules. Then covered by explaining on

the sections 73,73A and 80 of IT Act for not following contractual obligations which
may cause breach and in what manner it can be held liable. Also covered section 69A of
the IT Act, 2000 procedure for adoption of the committee with the Central Government

How was appointed and how the violations took place of the 5 conditions which need to
arise to make certain amendments.

Ampliffing on this topic he lastly said that awareness in the cyber law is important which
helps digital literacy, also helps in adopting cyber hygiene and in availing
responsibilities as a world wide web. By stating Cyber Law is the vast expanding area in
the career field for this interest should be there along with IPR laws along with various

allied laws which fall in Cyber Laws.

The students were attentively listening to the topics covered by the Guest-Speaker due to
which various questions were being raised during the Q&A session which was being
effectively answered by the esteemed guest speaker Adv. Mr. Anubhav G. Talwar. The

Q&A session was conducted by Mr. Prived Malushte.The Webinar was concluded with a
vote of thanks delivered by Mr. Prived Malushte.

TOPIC NO. 1: "RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & RESEARCH DESIGN"

TOPIC NO.2: "THE TECHNIOUES OF RESEARCH WRITING AND ACADEMIC

WRITING"

ORGANIZED ON: 2OTH SEPTEMBER, 2022
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Faculty In charge for the webinars: Ms. Neha Bhatt and Ms. Namrata

Shetty Report Prepared by: Asst. Prof Neha Bhatt

Updated by: Asst. Prof Namrata Shetty

Obiective: The objective of the webinar was to enable students to gain clarity on

research and to aid and enable them to gain research skills.

Total number of participants who attended the webinar:

Over L00 participants [Online and Offline mode)

Brief introduction and discussion duringthe sessions:

Thakur Ramnarayan College of law conducted a Guest Lecture on 20tr Septembe6, 2022.
Resource person for the guest lecture was our esteemed Guest-Speaker Dr Rashmi Oza

and Dr Swati Rautela. The session commenced at 11:30 AM on Google Meet. The session

was divided in two parts. Topic for Guest Lecture:

(a) Research Methodology & Research Design

The first session was by our esteemed Guest Speaker Dr Rashmi Oza who enlightened
the student's aboutResearch Methodology & Research Design.

Dr Rashmi Oza was warmly welcomed by Asst. Professor Ms. Neha Bhatt along with a
brief introduction about Dr Rashmi Oza and her achievements. Dr Oza then addressed

the participants wherein she elaborated the meaning, significance and objective of
research. She also explained in detail the link between law and sociology. She then
progressed on how to identiff the legal
problem which is the first step to research. She also covered topics like forming of
hypothesis, plagiarism, sources of law types of research and method of research, etc. She

concluded her speech by thanking all the participants and faculty in charge and the first
part of the guest lecture was concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by Asst.

Professor Namrata Shetty.

[b) The techniques of Research Writing and Academic Writing.
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The second session was conducted by our esteemed Guest Speaker Dr Swati Rautela who

enlightened the students about Research Design and the techniques of Research Writing
and Academic Writing.

Dr Swati Rautela ma'am was warmly welcomed by Asst. Professor Neha Bhatt along with
a brief introduction about Dr Swati Rautela and her achievements. Dr Rautela then

addressed the participants wherein she elaborated on how to write a research paper,

She also educated the students ofwhat all should form part ofthe research paper, She

briefly explained about importance of citation and demonstrated the students how to
include citations in the reports by presenting her screen. She also covered topics like
academic researchfdissertationJ, ethical sources, foot notes, hypothesis, research

problem, chapterization, bibliography, etc. She concluded her speech by thanking all the

participants and faculty in charge and the second part of the guest lecture was

concluded with a vote of tlanks delivered by Asst. Professor Namrata Shetty.

Several students resolved their queries which they had during the sessions. Ultimately,
both the

sessions were very informative and enlightening. The lectures concluded on a note that
the
speakers would maintain a continuous association with Thakur College of Law in their
future endeavors.
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ORGANISEN ON 24THDECEMBER 2022

BY

PLACEMENT & HIGHER EDUCATION

Faculty In charge and Convenor for the Guest Session: Ms. Amrita Sanyal fAssistant
Professor)

Report Prepared by: Shweta Yadav - Student, Third Year B.L.S. / LL.B.

Edited and updated by: Ms. Amrita Sanyal fAssistant ProfessorJ

BACKGRQUND

Reason/Obiective- A Guest lecture on the topic "Career options in Securities Market for

Lawyers" was organized with the objective of providing knowledge regarding the

opportunities available to budding lawyers in the field of Securities Market.

Conducted under- The guest speaker for the session was Mr. Sanjeev Baiaj.

UsefuIness- The guest lecture was interactive and it was conducted for the students to

make them understand the scope and process connected in the Securities Market.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the session was to enlighten the students

about various aspects involved in the Securities Market including the scope for Lawyers in

the Indian scenario and the importance of the Market.

DETAILS OE RESOURCE PERSONS AND qT}IER DIGNITARIEE
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Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk
delivered

Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj Speaker

CONDIICLOF THE GUESI-LECIUB,E

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working
committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to organize the
program

Details of the
meetings

4 Calls and emails

EBr EF r NIRQDUCIT oN AND DTSCUSSTONS DIIRING THE SESSION

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Guest Lecture on 24th December 2022,

on the Topic- "Career options in Securities Market for Lawyers". "Resource person for

the guest lecture was our esteemed Guest-Speaker Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj. The session was

conducted at 11:30 AM in the premises of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. The

Guest-Speaker of the session, Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj was warmly welcomed by our fellow

student Mr. Siddhant Oiha.

Mr. Siddhant 0jha gave a brief introduction about Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj and his field of

expertise followed by felicitation with a token of appreciation by Dr. A.K. Singh, Principal

of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law.

Sanjeev Sir addressed the participants and proceeded with the guest lecture wherein he

elaborately enlightened the students about the career opportunities in the field of

Securities Market. Sir covered various aspects of the securities market while making us

{runderstand 

the essentials and importance of the same. He also explained to us the aims
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and objectives of the National Institute of Securities Market & Aquitaine various schools

under the NISM. Sir also talked on topics such as surplus, deficit, trading process in

exchange etc. ; explained the stock market and the role of brokers and sub-brokers.

Several questions were raised by the participants & the same were briefly answered by

Mr. Sanjeev Bajaj Sir. The guest lecture was concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by

our fellow student Ms. Mansi Diwan.
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T0PIC:'STUnENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME"

ORGANIZED ON: 24rHAugust, 2022

BY

PLACEMENT HIGHER EDUCATION

.Faculty Incharge and Convener: Ms. Moonam Kharat, Assistant

Professor ' Report Prepared by: Shweta Yadav- Student Third Year

B.L.S. / LL.B. ' Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, Assistant

Professor

BACKGRSUND

Reason / Obiective- Session were conducted with the objective of enhancing the

reasoning and communication skills of the students.

Conducted under- The speaker for the program was Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir. '

Usefulness- The session was interactive and it was conducted for the students to get them

to interact and share their views through some fun games which were conducted by the

Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to get the students more

involved as communicators and make them understand the importance of effective

communication.

DET,

PRINCIPAL
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Name and designation of resource person Lecture/Talk
delivered
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Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod, Assistant Consultant I Speaker
and TraineX, Placement Cell, TRCL

CONDIICLQF THE PRgGBA!4

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the programme and the working
committee behind the session:

Number of meetings
held to organize the

programme

Details of the meetings

3 Meetings As a form of need identification, the activity
was planned for students opted for
Placement.

EBIEF INIRQDIICIION AND DISCUSSIONS DIIRING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Training Session on 24th August, 2022,

on the Topic- STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME.

The trainer for the training session was Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir. The session was

conducted at 12:30 PM.

The Speaker of the training session -Asst. Prof. Sumeet Rathod Sir was warmly

welcomed by our fellow student MsIsha Gahalyan.
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Sumeet Sir addressed the participants and before starting the session to energize the

students he made them do his special lilow Clap. The session was all about making the

students interactive and keeping the session more interesting so Sumeet Rathod Sir

played several games with the students. The first game which he played was Magnet

Trick where the students were told to close their eyes and keep their hands parallel to

each other and after a few minutes the hands of the students automatically became ioint.

This activity was done to demonstrate that even though the hands are not a magnet but

still get joined because the students were subconsciously thinking that their hands are

like a magnet. The second activity was called Follow the Instructions where Sumeet Sir

asked the students to take a blank paper and a pen after which the students have close

their eyes and draw a line of 2.8 cm and then fold the paper into half and after folding the

paper draw a circle with radius of 0.5 cm and in the circle draw a triangle and again fold

the paper into half and after folding the paper write their favorite actor's name and

again fold the paper and write tleir favorite actress' name and then folding for the last

time write their favorite food.
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Aftervrrards, the students were told to check their names with their fellow friends. This

activity was done to enhance their visualizing skills. Third activity was Chinese

Whisper in which ten students were made to stand in a line facing the back of the next

student, and then Sumeet Sir gave a message to one of student participant and asked her

to convey the same action to the other student participant and this was continued till the

message was conveyed to the last student. The result of this activity was that the

message which Sumeet Sir gave and the message which the last student participant

received were completely different. This activity explained how a message gets lost

between communicators. Fourth activity was called Heads up and Heads down in
which the students were asked to form a circle and on the instruction of Sumeet Sir had

to look into each other's eyes and the students getting distracted were eliminated. The

fifth activity was I am Robot in which there were a total of three teams each with three

participants, one participant from each team was blindfolded and the other two

participants instructed them to get to the finish line.

Sumeet Sir concluded his session with his last activity called Opposite Distracts, in this

activity the students had to form a circle and on the instruction of Sumeet Sif the

students had to jump in or jump out and raise their right or left hand. The activity had

three different levels and the instructions got difficult with each level.

Asst. Prof. Sumeet Sir concluded the training session by thanking all the participants.
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TOPIC: DOWRYAS A MISUSE:A HARSH REALITY IN INDIA

ORGANIZED ON: 2lSTAPRIL 2023.

BY

RESEARCH COMMITTEE

Faculty In charge for the webinars: Prof. Shovonita Acharjee

Report Prepared by: Prof. Shovonita Acharjee

Updated by: Prof. Shovonita Acharjee

Obiective: The objective of the webinar was to enable students to gain clarity on recent
societal issues and perspective on Dowry

Total number of participants who attended the webinar:

Over 1-00 participants fHybrid mode)

Brief introduction and discussion during the sessions:

Research and Development Cell of Thakur Ramnarayan College of law conducted a Guest

Lecture on 21't April 2023. Resource person for the guest lecture was our esteemed

Guest-Speaker Dr soumi chatterjee, Assistant Professon Head, Internship &

PlacementCommittee,lnstitute of Legal Studies and Research (ILSR) GMllniversity,
It/Iathura.

The session commenced at 11:30 AM on Google Meet.

Topic for Webinar: 'Dowry as a Misuse: A Harsh Reality in India'

Dr. Soumi Chatterjee addressed the participants wherein she elaborated the meaning;

1 ,rshe explained the common aspects as well as the legal provisions regarding dowries. She
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firstly talked about the history of

how the dowry system had begun and then how people started visualizing it normally.

She also gave the clear stating of the laws regarding the dominance of dowry from

women. She spoke about the personal laws as well. Then she spoke about the Dovwy

prohibition act which was enacted in the year L96l and also what all rules are stated in

it. she discussed the legal provisions regarding the same. AIso the resource person

talked about her own perspective of how the situation of dowry should be handled

personally and legally. At the end of the Guest Lecture, there was an interactive session

in which the students clarified their doubts and spoke about their opinions regarding

the topic. It was a great interactive session. The lectures concluded on a note that the

speakers would maintain a continuous association with Thakur College of Law in their

future endeavors.
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TOPIC: MANDATORY REQUIREMENT FOR WRITING RESEARCH ARTICLE

FROM REVIEWER POINT OF VIEW

ORGANIZED ON: 12ft February, 2022

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

*Faculty Incharge and Convenor for the Webinar: Mr. Rajwant Rao,

AssistantProfessor. *Report Prepared by: Ms.Gargi Deb Student I I I B LS/LLB.

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Munmun, Sunil Tyagi, and

Assistant Prof.

BACKGROUND

' Reason/Obiective- Webinar was conducted to provide knowledge regarding the

Practical Aspects of Writing research article from reviewer's point of view.

' Conducted under- The Guest speaker for the program was Dr. Indrajit Ghosal, Asst.

Prof. in Poornima University, faipua Dept. of Computer Science

' Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted to make it useful for the

students by understanding the difference between theoretical and practical aspects

of writing a research report from reviewer's point of view.

program was to enlighten the
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where studentsstudents about the aforesaid topics in this time of post-Covid-L9

were able to gain knowledge by sitting at home.

DETAITS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report

prepared for webinars onM

1-. Date of release of the Poster 11nFebruary,2022

2. Mode of Conduct Google meet

3. Total Registrations received

4. Feedback Received [Major focus group

is TRCL students)

47

5. Number of other delegates:

6. Number of delegates from other colleges

7. Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

8. Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

9. Total Participants on Google meet 85

10. Number of Teachers: 02

11. Number of Students: 83

URCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lectu re/Talk del ivere d

Dr. Indrajit Ghosal Speaker
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CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organise the program and the working

committee behind the session:

Number of meetings held to organise

the program

Details of the meetings

Formal calls conducted to invite sir and

discuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Webinar on l2thFebruary,2022

on the Topic-Mandatory Requirement for Writing Research Article from

Reviewer Point Of View. The resource person for the webinar was our

esteemed Guest-Speaker Dr. Indrajit Ghosal. The webinar was conducted at

1L:00A.M through Google Meet.

The Guest-Speaker of the webinar-Dr. Indrajit Ghosal was warmly welcomed by our

fellow student Ms.Gargi Deb.

Ms.Gargi Debgave a brief introduction about Dr. Indrajit Ghosal and his excellent career
over the years. Dr. Indrajit Ghosalbegan the webinar with the brief information about
research methodology. Secondly, he covered the types of research which were having two
Wpes where none of them is Empirical Research and the other isNon Empirical
Researchwhich is further divided into Doctrinal and Non-Doctrinal Research. Discussing
the aforementioned concepts, he then stated that research involves application of method
and techniques in the context of a research article topic.

guest-speaker then brought in the topic of the role of reviewer in writing
e.A review article, also called a literature review, is a survey of previously

The esteemed
research articl
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published research on a topic. It should give an overview of current thinking on the theme
and, unlike an original research article, won't present new experimental results. The
structure of the review report varies between journals. Some follow an informal structure,
while others have a more formal approach.

While speaking on the topic of mandatory requirement for writing research articles from
reviewer point of view,Sir stated that the publisher-editor and the writer of the article are
vicariously liable, for what they have written in the article. Sir explained in detail the
mandatory requirement to write a review article, which includes:

1. To provide a comprehensive foundation on a topic

2. To explain the current state of knowledge

3. To identiff gaps in existing studies for potential future research

4. To highlight the main methodologies and research techniques.

Ampliffing on this topic he lastly said that now the reviewers have to give mandatory

article while reviewing the article.The students were attentively listening to the topics

covered by the Guest-Speaker due to which various questions were being raised during

the Q&A session which was being effectively answered by the esteemed guest speakerDr.

Indrajit Ghosal. The Q&A session was conducted by Ms.Priyal Shah.The Webinar was

concluded with a vote of thanks delivered by Ms.Gargi Deb.
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List of Programs conducted forlife skflls (Yoga, physical fitness, health and hygiene):
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TOPIC: YOGA SFSSION F.OR STUDFNTS RY SANDEFP SOI,ANKI

ON 1TTHMAY 2023

A comprehensive report on the highly successful Yoga session held at Thakur
Ramnarayan College of Law for our students, led by the renowned personality Sandeep
Solanki. The session took place in our college premises, and it proved to be a
transformative experience for all participants.The primary objective of organizing this
Yoga session was to promote holistic well
being among our students, recognizing the significant benefits that Yoga offers in terms
of physical fitness, mental health, and stress management. Sandeep Solanki, a

practitioner and instructo4, was selected due to his extensive expertise and excellent
reputation in the field.

The event was well-attended, with students enthusiastically participating. Mr. Solanki
began the session by emphasizing the importance of Yoga in maintaining a healthy mind
and body and its role in relieving academic and daily life stress.

During the session, participants were guided through a series of Yoga postures,
breathing exercises, and meditation techniques. Mr. Solanki's teaching style was clear
and accessible, ensuring that students of all levels, including beginners, could benefit
from the practice. His ability to create a tranquil and inclusive environment was
commendable, which allowed participants to connect with their inner selves.

Feedback and Outcomes:
The feedback from our students has been overwhelmingly positive. Many have expressed
their gratitude for the opportunity to learn from such an accomplished instructor. They
noted immediate benefits, such as improved focus, reduced stress, and increased
flexibility. Several students have even expressed an interest in incorporating Yoga into
their daily routines.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, the Yoga session conducted by Sandeep Solanki at Thakur Ramnarayan
College of Law was an unequivocal success. It not only introduced our students to the
numerous physical and mental benefits of Yoga but also provided them with practical
tools for self-care and stress management. We believe that initiatives like this contribute
significantly to the overall well
being of our students and promoting a healthier and more balanced academic
environment.
We extend our heartfelt appreciation to Mr. Sandeep Solanki for his exceptional guidance
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and expertise throughout the session. We look forward to collaborating with him in the
future for more such enriching experiences.

TOPIC: YOGA SESSION FOR PROFESSORS BY SANDEEP SOLANKI

*-'r*
A rejuvenating yoga session was organized exclusively for the esteemed professors of
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Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. The session was conducted by renowned
personality, Mr. Sandeep Solanki. This report provides a comprehensive overview of the
event, highlighting its objectives, activities, and impact on the participants.

Obiectives:
The primary objectives of the yoga session were as follows:

a. Promote physical and mental well-being among the professors.
b. Enhance their mindfulness and stress management skills.
c. Foster a sense of unity and relaxation within the academic community.

Event Details:
a. Timing: The session was held in the morning, starting at 12pm. and lasting for two

hours. b. Venue: The College's spacious auditorium provided the perfect setting for the
yoga session. c, Participation: Nearly all the professors & non-teaching staff of Thakur
Ramnarayan college of Law enthusiastically participated in the event.

Yoga Session H ighlights:
Mr. Sandeep Solanki conducted a well-structured yoga session that included the
following components:

a. Warm-up: The session began with gentle warm-up exercises to prepare the body for
yoga poses.

b. Asanas fYoga PosesJ: Participants were guided through a series of asanas, including
standing, sitting, and lying-down poses. These asanas aimed to improve flexibility,
strength, and posture.

c. Pranayama (Breathing Exercises): Breathing exercises were integrated to enhance
lung capacity, reduce stress, and improve concentration.

d. Meditation and Mindfulness: Professors were introduced to meditation techniques
that promote mental clarity and relaxation.

e. Relaxation: The session concluded with a relaxation and cool-down phase, allowing
participants to unwind and de-stress.

Benefits:
a. Improved Physical Health: Professors reported feeling more energized and

experiencing relief from physical discomfort.
b. Enhanced Mental Clarity: The mindfulness and meditation practices helped reduce

stress and increase mental focus.

c. Sense of Community: The event fostered a sense of unity among the professors,
strengthening their bonds outside of the academic setting.
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Feedback and Testimonials:
Participants expressed their appreciation for the yoga session and Mr. Sandeep Solanki's
guidance. Many noted feeling rejuvenated, and some even shared their intention to
incorporate yoga into their daily routines.

Conclusion:
The yoga session organized for the professors of Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law by
Mr. Sandeep Solanki was a resounding success. It achieved its objectives of promoting
physical and mental well-being, enhancing mindfulness, and fostering a sense of
community among the professors. The event left a positive impact on the participants,
encouraging them to prioritize their health and well-being.

Recommendations:
It is recommended to organize similar yoga sessions periodically to maintain and further
enhance the physical and mental health of the professors at Thakur Ramnarayan College

of Law.

Additionally, offering regular mindfulness and stress management workshops could
complement these efforts.

This event served as a reminder of the importance of holistic well-being within the
academic community and highlighted the positive influence of yoga and mindfulness
practices.

List of Programs conducted for Awareness obout use of technology in legal process:

TOPIC: "MS WORD FOR tEGAt PROFESSIONALS"

ORGANIZED ON: 27rH November, 2O2L

v
BY
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Emerging India Forum (TRIF) with Prime Infotech Solution & Lions Club of

Mumbai Shining &

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLLEGE OF LAW

Participated as Community Partner

* Faculty In charge: Ms. Moonam Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

Student Coordinator: Mr. Shreyas Mahapankat student, Str Year BLS. Opportunity

received through Ms. Madhu Mallah fstudent, SsYear BLS)

* Report Prepared by: Shweta Yadav - S.Y. BLS LL.B.

*Edited and updated by: Ms. Moonam Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

BACKGROUND

Reason/Obiective- Webinar was conducted with the objective of providing knowledge
regarding the important and basic skills about the MS Word for efficient use by legal
professionals.

Conducted under- The guest speaker for the program was Mr. Altaf Karimi Sir.

Usefulness- The webinar was interactive and it was conducted for the students to make
them understand the basic skills to use the MS Word efficiently in a new productive
manner.

Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the program was to enlighten the
students about various aspects involved in the MS Word which can make their work
productive and time saving.

DETAILS OF THE WEBINARAND PARTICIPATION:

(Note: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars

Date ofrelease ofthe Poster 24trNovember2OZl

Mode of Conduct

I
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Total Registered 33

Feedback Received fMajor focus group is

TRCL students)

In process

Number of other delegates: 01

Number of delegates from other colleges N.A.

Number of delegates from other states

than Maharashtra

N.A.

Concurrent Peak Viewers during Live

Streaming on YouTube

N.A.

Total View as on 26th septembe[ 2020 on

YouTube

N.A.

Total Participants on Google meet N.A.

Number of Teachers: N.A.

Number of Students: L7

DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource
person

Lecture/Talk delivered

Mr. Altaf Karimi

Microsoft Offi ce specialist

Speaker/ Trainer

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM
Number of meetings, sessions conducted to organize the program and the working

committee behind the session:
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Number of meetings held to organize

the program

Details of the meetings

04 Emails and formal calls

BRIEF INTRODUCTIONAND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

TRCL students attended an Advantage Learning Webinar Series on the topic "MS Word

for Legal Professionals" organized by the Emerging India Forum (TRIFJ with Prime

infotech Solution & Lions Club of Mumbai Shining on 27th November 202t. "Resource

person for the session was trainer Mr. Altaf Karimi_Sir. The session was conducted at

4:30 PM through a Zoom Meeting. Mr. Altaf Karimi Sir was warmly welcomed by Mr. Lion

Amit Virani, coordinating person from Lions club.

Mr. Altaf Sir addressed the participants on the importance of Styles, table formatting,

page settings and shapes usage. Sir covered various aspects and the features of MS Word

for better productivity. He gave brief examples while explaining the shortcut keys such

as how to remove a particular format we could use Ctrl+Shift+N; how to Autofit the

layout of the table etc.

Mr. Altaf Karimi sir concluded his session by explaining all the shapes usage and the floor

was left open for questions & answers.

Several questions were raised by the participants & the same were briefly answered by

the esteemed Guest and concluded his session by thanking all the participants.

TOPIC:'MANUPATRA TRAINING SESSION"

ORGANI
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TOPIC: "CERTIFICATE COURSE ON BLOCKCHAIN &WEB 3 TECHNOLOGY"

ORGANIZED ON: lstApril, 2023 & 8th April, 2023

BY

THAKUR RAMNARAYAN COLTEGE OF tAW

4L.04.2023 & 08.0 4.2023

* Faculty Incharge and Convenor: Ms. Moonam Kharat, (Assistant Professor)

* Report Prepared by: Mansi Diwan - Student of Second Year BLS LLB

*Edited and updated by:

BACKGROUND

' Reason/Obiective- Blockchain & Web 3 Technology Session was conducted with the

objective to introduce the students with the whole concept of Trust, Security, Transparency,

Tracing data etc.

' Conducted under- The Guest speaker for the course was Adv. Aashish Baphana Sir.

' Usefulness- The session was quite interactive between the speaker and the students, it
was conducted for the purpose to make the students aware about the control over their

data all around, and that will be secured on Blockchain.

' Expected Outcome- The expected outcome of the session was to enlighten the students

about the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to create a smarter
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web as these technologies enable a more real interaction between the users and websites

that enables a more intuitive and personalized experience.

DETAITS OF THE WEBINAR AND PARTICIPATION:

fNote: The changes in tabular format are only for the report prepared for webinars

only)

L. Date ofrelease ofthe Poster

2. Mode of Conduct Google meet

3. Total Registrations received

4. Feedback Received [Major focus

group is TRCL students)

5. Number of other delegates:

6. Number of delegates from other

colleges

7. Number of delegates from other

states than Maharashtra

8. Concurrent Peak Viewers during

Live Streaming on YouTube
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DETAILS OF RESOURCE PERSONS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES

Name and designation of resource

person

Lecture/Talk delivered/Advo cate

Adv. Aashish Baphana Speaker

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM

Number of meetings, sessions

committee behind the session:

conducted to organize the program and the working

9. Total View as on 26th septembe4

2020 on YouTube

10. Total Participants on Google

meet

11. Number of Teachers:

L2. Number of Students:
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tlumber of meetings held to organize

he program

)etails of the meetings

04 rormal calls conducted to invite sir and

liscuss the logistics.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSIONS DURING THE SESSIONS

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law conducted a Session on 1st April, Z0Z3 & 8th April,

2023 onthe Topic- CERTIFICATE C0URSE oN BLoCKCHAIN &wEB 3 TECHNoLocy.

"Resource person for the Session was our esteemed Guest-Speaker Adv. Aashish Baphana

Sir. The session was conducted in 2 batches, 1st batch consisted of 3rd Year LLB course

students and the 2nd batch consisted of5 Year BLS LLB course students. The Lstbatch was

conducted on 1 April, 2023 while the 2nd batch was conducted on 08 April, 2023. The

timings for both the batches were same i.e., 11.00 Am to 2.00 pm.

The Guest-Speaker of the session - Adv. Aashish Baphana Sir was warmly welcomed by our

fellow students and gave a brief introduction about Adv. Aashish Baphana Sir and his field

of expertise.

Then Aashish Sir addressed the participants and after giving a very brief introduction about

himself he started with the session. With the help of a PPT presentation Sir explained the

topic. The concepts covered by him were such as 'What is a web?', 'What is blockchain

technology?', 'How does blockchain work with Web3?', 'What are the terms such as crypto

currency and how are these used in Web3?' . AII these concepts were addressed by him and

thoroughly explained by using various practical examples, day to day life examples. After

this theory part one of Aashish Sir's team members briefed the students about the history
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of Blockchains and Web3 and also about the future perspectives of the same. Further;

another team member of Aashish Sir helped us follow the certain steps and install an

application called D'Cent Wallet in w.hich they will be transferring some minimum amount

in individual students' applications and also made the students download a set of files. The

purpose of installing the D'Cent Wallet application was to teach the participants how we

can link with a hardware wallet or use it as a software wallet without hardware. A task

related to the set of files was provided to every participant which was, every participant

had to transfer 500 documents from those files to a particular place. This task was very

helpful to the participants as the documents contained knowledge of different sectors such

as their Affidavits, Applications, Arbitration and Conciliation Ac! !996, Bails, Bonds,

Labour law agreements, Marriage related agreements, Criminal law related application and

agreements and many other things. This task was very helpful and knowledgeable for every

participant. This was the task assigned after the completion of which only Certificates

would be provided to all the participants. Overall thisSession consisted of all these

exercises and tasks and lastly the session was concluded by thanking the Respected Adv.

Aashish Baphana Sir and the whole team.

-By Mansi Diwan (Student Reporter)
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